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Abstract.--Since the 1981-82 ski season the
Bridger Bowl ski patrol has been experimenting with
aerial detonation of explosives for regular ava
lanche control work. Over the years a lot of
''bomb wires" and accompanying contraptions have
been installed, modified, and remodified for
hanging bombs above the snow. Some have worked
better than others. Three particular devices which
have resulted from this experimentation and are
routinely used for avalanche control work today are
discussed along with some reasons why we use aerial
detonation on a regular basis.

In ~~ average winter at Bridger Bowl
)600 to 4000 pounds of explosives are used in
avalanche control work. Sometimes a shot will
release a sizable avalanche. Often a shot pro
duces a crater in the snow but no avalanche.
When this happens chances are good that the shot
area is stable and will not slide. Still, one
must always wonder if the area really is stable
and would not slide if a bigger bomb were used.
When an explosive is detonated in such a way as
to deliver the maximum amount of stress to the
inclined snow surface one can be most confident
about one's evaluation of that slopes stability.

When a bomb detonates below the snow surface
most of the energy of the blast is absorbed in
the crater zone. H. Gubler has written (Gubler
1977) that the peak pressuresof shock waves from
an explosion traveling along the snow surface are
ten to one hundred times greater when the bomb is
at or above the snow surface than when the bomb
is below the snow surface. So, to get the great
est amount of shock to the snow surface one must
get the explosive up out of the snow.

It is not always practical for the control
team to place hand chazges so that they detonate
above the snow surface. Hand charges by defini
tion are thrown by hand (usually as far as pos
sible from the thrower) into potentially unstable
starting zones. When the handcharge lands it
inevitably augers into the snowpack, and explodes
below the snow surface. The control team must
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resort to bravery or trickery to get the bomb to
detonate in the air. Using the method of bravery,
(which may be construed as foolishness) a control
team member can ski out into the potentially
unstable starting zone and place the explosive
above the surface by tying it to a stick of bam
boo stuck into the snow--light the fuse and ski
off to a safe place. This method reqUires that
the control team make a very accurate stability
evaluation. The potentially unstable slab must
be stable enough to not fail under the weight of
a skier. When there is any question of safety
the advantages of aerial detonation are not worth
the risk of having to phisically ski a shot into
place.

This risk can be greatly reduced by using
one or another method of trickery. For instance,
the explosive can be fastened to the end of a
string and lowered into the starting zone from a
safe place. If the snow is too soft for this to
work it may be possible to lower a sled with the
explosive. Sometimes a bomb can be tied to the
end of a string and thrown down into soft snow.
By pulling on the string enough one may get the
bomb to ride up near to the snow surface--thus
greatly increasing the effectiveness of the ex
plosion.

Another type of trickery involves hanging the
bomb above the snow from some sort of tramway.
In some ID..1ropean ski areas there are SQp&1stlcated
moterized aerial trams built specifically for
hanging shots in avalanche starting zones. It
was these ID..1ropean devices that inspired the
bUilding of our own bomb tram at Bridger Bowl.
This was constructed during the summer of 1981.
Old bone yard lift parts were used to build a small
hand cranked movable cable device which spanned up
across two avalanche paths called the First and
Second Fingers. By cranking charges up the tramway
we eliminated the tedious climb into the area to
place the charges by hand. By detonating charges
in the air using this device we were able to release
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new snow avalanches very dependably. It seemed
worthwhile to incorporate aerial blasting on some
of our regular hand charge routes. ~e have many
starting zones t~at are s' i table for stringing
a cable from one side to the other. de wanted
a cable aerial blasting system that \o/Ould be
quick and simple to operate along our routes.
To get our morning control work done as efficiently
as possible we wanted a system in whi.::i: an aerial
shot would take no longer to set up ~nd ttrow than
a regular hand charge tossed onto the snow surface.

Our first experimental set-up was installed
in i'admen' s Couloir. The r·1admen· s starting zone
is surrounded by steep rock walls which rpflect the
concussion of the blast. Over the course of the
1981-82 ski season this device was used regularly
on new snow days. Thp resulting slides in rladmen's
were usually larger than slides in adjacent slide
paths controlled with hand char6es thrown into the·
snow. After a little de-bugging and modification
we had a very simple basic design. '..'~ c:'l.ll the
device a "jiffy-wire". Today there are seven of these
jiffy-wire systems scattered aroillld Bridger Bowl
with more being planned.

Figure 1 shows a typical installation. A
permanent cable is hung tightly across the start
ing zone. It is usually suspended from trees or
rock outcroppings, but when no tree or rock is
available a simple tower can be built. Riding along
the cable on two pulleys is a carrier. r.~e bomb
hangs from the carrier on a dangle line so that
it rests) to 20 feet above the snow. The dangle
line has a dog leash clip or loop tied into its
end at the desired height above the snow surface.
A hand charge is prepared (see Fig. 2) by securing
a two or three foot tail of twine to the bomb.
i4hen a shot is thrOwn on the jiffy-wire the tail is
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tied to the loop in the dangle line. When the
shot explodes the twine is destroyed but the dangle
line from the loop up remains in tact. '!'he device
is always operated from the upper end of the per
manent cable. ~ravity pulls t~e carrier ~~d tomb
down the cab:e and into position. This upper
location must be chosen to minimize avalanche
hazzard to the operator. The operator can raise
and lower thecarrier along the cable with a retrieve
line. The length of the retrieve line determines
the position along the cable from which the bomb
is hung. As the retri~ve line is pulled in after
a shot it can be fed into a bucket or cranked
onto a reel. ~fuen the next shot is thrown the
retrieve line will play out of the bucket or url
reel from the reel without tangling as the carrier
rides down the cable.

Figure 2.--Freparation of a handcharge for
aerial detonation
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The carrier shown in figure 5 is designed
for situations where a bomb must be lowered too
far for a drop release type carrier. This
device is sometimes called a "ba!ljo carrier"

.'because of its shape. The bomb is tied to a
dog leash clip on the bottom of the banjo carrier.
After the fuse is ignited the carrier is hand
reeled down the cable until it bumps into a stop
per which is permanantly mounted on the cable at
the drop position. Upon contact with the stopper
a pl~~ger trigger is depressed which allows the
weight of the bomb to unwind the dangle line
from an internal reel. The drop s~eed is set at
around two feet per second. When the bomb ex
plodes a motor kicks on and reels the dangle
line back into the carrier. The carrier contains
two six volt lar.tern batterys which provide the
power for the motor. The first prototype banjo
carrier was completed near the end of last ski
season. We will be using two of these prototypes
in our regular avalanche control starting at the
beginning of the 1986 -87 ski season. and hope to get
any bugs we may enco~~ter worked out by the end
of the season.
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Figure 5. --"Banjo" Cattier

The simplest type of carrier is merely two
pulleys connected together. (see figure J) The
operator simply ties his shot to the dangle line,
pulls the igniter, and throws the shot in the direc
tion of the downward sloping cable. The carrier
will roll down the cable and position the dangling
bomb in the desired spot. This simple system
works great when the slope drops off steeply from
the operating location. If the shot placement is
a good distance from the opetating area or the
slope does not drop off very steeply it may be
difficult or impossible to throw the shot far enough
to get it to hang above the surface.

The device shown in figure 4 called ii'drop
release carrier" was designed to eliminate this
problem. The bomb is hung from a movable holder
hook which is held in place by a trigger lever.
After the fuse is ignited the carrier and bomb are
allowed to zip down the cable. The retrieve line
is connected to the end of the trigger lever.
When the carrier gets to the proper position the
retrieve line tightens and snaps the trigger
lever back which releases the holder hook and
drops the bomb. We found that this device is noto
rious for breaking the dangle line if the shot
needs to drop more than fourty feet. For shorter
drops it works fine.
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